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INTRODUCTION METHODOLOGY

A comprehensive literature review is essential for 

determining what is known and not yet known 

regarding the clinical question (Coughlan, Cronin, & 

Ryan, 2013; Kearney, 2016). Meaningful engagement in 

the synthesis of high-level research requires the use of a 

sophisticated set of technical skills, knowledge of 

research methods and metrics for an  assessment, 

evaluation, and categorization of the existing evidence.   

BACKGROUND & SIGNIFICANCE

•An integrative review of the scientific literature was 

conducted using the methodology described by 

Whittemore and Knafle (2005).

•The research team research librarian searched 

CINAHL, Medline Complete, PubMed, Cochrane 

databases using the following MeSH headings: 

“research review*” or “evidence review” “method” 

and “review literature as topic” through March, 

2017.  Additional citations were identified by the 

research librarian through bibliographic mining and 

journal searching.

•Inclusion criteria included studies which addressed 

research methodology or literature review as a topic.

•Exclusion criteria included studies which did not 

specifically address any methodological approach to 

the scholarly review of the literature.

•Three members of the research team (2 academic 

nursing faculty and a research librarian) individually 

appraised the articles using a researcher created four  

question assessment tool to standardize assessment of 

the identified articles.  The sample was evaluated for 

the presence of 1) a clearly stated study aim, back-

ground, and objective, 2) methodology, results, and 

level of evidence, 3) overall appraisal of results 

comparing and contrasting methods reported, and 4) 

overall strengths and limitations.

•Findings from the studies were synthesized for 

comparative analysis of results by the study team.

.

Whittemore and Knafl (2005) state integrative reviews 

(IR) can use diverse data sources for understanding the 

topic contributing to theory development by allowing 

for combination of diverse methodologies. Optimal 

methodologies have yet to be determined. The 

methodological quality of systematic reviews varies 

considerably even among reviews published in nursing 

journals (Polkki et al., 2013) . While Whittemore 

established guidelines for conduction of (IR), the 

methodological approach is seldom examined for how 

systematic and rigorously the stages are implemented in 

published integrative reviews (Hopia, et al., 2016). 

CONCLUSIONS

 A variety of definitions and purposes are reported in 

the literature for scholarly review methods.  All 

attempt some level of evidence synthesis attempting to 

present the state of knowledge concerning the 

relationships of interest and highlight areas of 

research yet unresolved (McGaghie, Thomas, & 

Oliver, 2015; Soares, et al., 2014).

 Integrative scholarly reviews are grounded in several 

research methods varying in depth.

 Integrative reviews are developed using some 

standardized and systematic method for 

understanding the legitimacy of the existing evidence 

(Soares, et al., 2014).

 More research is needed on the methodological 

aspects of integrative reviews (Hopia, Latvala, & 

Liimatainen, 2016).

 Cooper & Koenka, 2012 include a good summary of 

the purposes of overviews of reviews (Table 1). The 

rigor of the results in integrative scholarship are 

inexplicably tied to the methodological approach 

employed in the review. See the Limitations and 

Needed Future Development section (pg. 459).

 No singular methodology approach to data analysis 

used in scholarly reviews has yet to emerge.  

 Broad assignment of integrative scholarly review 

methods on the Evidence Hierarchy may be a starting 

point for quickly evaluating the strength of evidence 

produce according to the type of review method.

 Advancing scholarly review and knowledge method 

synthesis holds important implications for clinical 

practice and healthcare policy (Whittemore, 2014).

 Advancement of methodological clarity and reporting 

guidance would be beneficial. EQUATOR-

NETWORK.ORG is a clearinghouse for reporting 

guidelines(Colquhoun, et al., 2014).

COMPARISON TABLE

RESEARCH QUESTION

For further inquiries contact the authors:
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How is the approach to conducting integrative scholarly 

reviews similar and dissimilar as appears in the scientific 

literature?
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Additional records identified 

through other sources 

(n =  24 ) 

Records after duplicates removed  

(n = 146) 

Records screened  

(n = 146) 

Records excluded  

(n = 112) 
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(n = 34) 

Full-text articles excluded, 
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(n = 33) 
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